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A B S T R A C T

To develop innovative materials for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), intensive research has been carried out in the
research fields of materials, processing, and electrochemistry. Studies of novel analytical methods using syn-
chrotron radiation X-rays have been a focus because understanding the charge-discharge mechanism of LIBs will
lead to design strategies for innovative materials. Especially, the establishment of an operando measurement
system is one of the most important topics to extract the true information of materials, like electronic structures,
under the operating conditions as LIBs. We report operando microscopic photoelectron X-ray photoemission
spectroscopy for octahedral single crystalline Li4Ti5O12 as an anode material of LIB under the potential control
by an all solid-state LIB. From the photoelectron mapping of a single crystal, we confirm the reversible change of
Ti 3p spectra from a facet of a single crystal at a selected nano-area by Li insertion and extraction.

1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are used not only for electric vehicles,
but also as a standard for power generation for renewable energy. In the
research and development of LIBs, a strategic design policy of active
materials has been inevitable to match the demands for high energy
density, high power, cycle performance, and safety from various kinds
of users [1]. Simultaneously, analytical techniques for LIBs have be-
come sophisticated to obtain and understand the basic chemical/phy-
sical properties of the active materials, such as atomic position, crystal
structure, electronic structure, and surface condition [2–11]. These
analyses at the early stage were performed at the ex situ condition,
where the electrodes including the active materials to be investigated
were extracted from battery cells at each operating condition, or at the
in situ condition, where the same environment as the working condition
was simulated [12–14]. However, recently it has been found that ex situ
or in situ conditions do not necessarily provide the actual crystal

structure or electronic state of LIB materials under operation. Operando
measurements, where LIB materials are analyzed while under the op-
erating condition, such as the redox reaction by lithium insertion and
extraction, have been recognized as an important analytical tool for LIB
materials [12–15]. Many researchers have reported various kinds of
operando measurements for LIB materials. Among their analyses, syn-
chrotron radiation X-rays have been a key probe. For example, hard X-
rays have been used for X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements to in-
vestigate the crystal structure [6,12] and for X-ray absorption spec-
troscopy (XAS) to monitor the oxidation state of transition metals
[16,17] Soft X-rays (≲2000 eV) have been used for electron spectro-
scopy, including XAS and photoelectron spectroscopy, to further clarify
the electronic structure with high spatial and/or energy resolution, and
element/orbital selectivity. [4,5,15,18–20] Previously, we reported an
operando soft X-ray photoelectron microscopy system, 3DnanoESCA
[21–24] installed at University-of-Tokyo Synchrotron Radiation Out-
station beamline BL07LSU in SPring-8. This measurement system is
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suitable for operando analysis of the redox reaction during Li insertion/
extraction by all-solid-state LIBs using single crystalline LiCoO2 hex-
agonal plates as active materials [25]. We have successfully analyzed
the photoelectron images of the integrated Co 3p peak and its spectral
profile at a selected area, which demonstrates the usefulness of oper-
ando analysis.

Herein, we report operando analysis of Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) as an anode
material of LIBs by using the 3DnanoESCA station. Graphite, which is
one of the most frequently used anode materials in commercially
available LIBs, is now a safety concern at low temperature because the
high rate of charge/discharge at low temperature causes lithium plating
on a graphite anode [26,27]. In contrast, LTO does not cause Li-plating
[28,29]and shows good performance against rapid charge/discharge
and good cycle stability [29–31]. During charge/discharge of LTO, li-
thium insertion and extraction proceeds between two co-existing
phases, spinel Li4Ti5O12 and rock salt Li7Ti5O12 (Li-rich phase) [29].
Nanometer scale analyses of their dynamics have been reported by
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) [32–34]. In this paper, we performed micrometer
scale photoemission microspectroscopy analysis at the domain wall of
the two phases at the several hundred nanometer resolution, which can
selectively analyze each facet surface owing to the surface sensitivity of
XPS.

2. Experimental

Single crystalline LTO was fabricated by a flux method. LiCl (3.0 g),
Li2CO3 (0.0075mol), and TiO2 (0.01875mol) were placed into an
Al2O3 crucible with a lid. The crucible was placed into a muffle furnace
and heated at 1000 °C for 5 h in air. Finally, the samples were washed
with deionized water and dried under vacuum condition.

LTO, super P Li as electro-conductive additive, and N-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone were mixed by sonication to prepare a slurry. The slurry
was dropped and dried on the Cu mesh with a carbon coated micro-
grid, which was connected to a Cu current collector. Then, very thin
carbon was coated on the detection side of the Cu mesh. The electrode
was used as a working electrode of the operando cell. The prepared
operando cell was set on the five-terminal folder, as shown in Fig. 2.
Preparation of the cell and setting on the folder were conducted in an
Ar-filled glovebox and this was transferred into the 3DnanoESCA sta-
tion by a transfer vessel without air exposure. A-B, C and D terminals of
the holder were used for the ceramics heater, counter/reference elec-
trode and working electrode, respectively.

For removing water in the dry polymer (polyethylene oxide (PEO)-
LiTFSI) of the operando cell, the cell was heated at around 55 °C for over
8 h in the high vacuum chamber of the 3DnanoESCA station. After that,
the temperature was changed to 50 °C and heating was conducted
during measurement to increase of ionic conductivity of both the solid-
state electrolytes of LLZ and dry polymer.

For photoelectron microspectroscopy measurement on the
3DnanoESCA station at the BL07LSU beamline in SPring-8, an incident
X-ray (1000 eV) was focused by a Fresnel zone plate and order-sorting
pinhole aperture of 80 μm was used. Photoelectrons were detected by a
modified angle-resolved photoelectron spectrometer (VG Scienta
R3000-EWAL) with a pass energy of 200 eV.

During the measurements, terminal C (counter/reference electrode
of Li metal) and terminal D (working electrode of LTO) were connected
to a potentiostat-galvanostat (solartron 1287) for the electrochemical
measurement, and the initial condition was measured under an open-
circuit voltage (OCV) condition.

The mapping image from scanning photoelectron microscopy was
obtained by the O 1s core level spectrum. Selected specific micro-area
photoelectron spectra of Ti 2p and 3p were measured at the initial
condition, and after discharge and charge based on this O 1s mapping
image.

Fig. 1. (a) XRD and (b) SEM images of single crystalline LTO particles.

Fig. 2. Operando cell system mounted on a sample holder with five terminals.
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3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1(a) shows the XRD pattern of LTO samples obtained by a flux
method. The XRD pattern was consistent with the simulated pattern
from the CIF file 1001098 in the Crystallography Open Database [35].
The lattice constant was calculated to be 8.352 Å, which is similar to the
reported value of 8.357 Å, and the symmetry group was Fd-3m:1. SEM
images exhibited octahedral particles with triangle facets, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The size of the flat triangle facet was suitable for the mapping
of XPS, according to the spatial resolution of the 3DnanoESCA station,
because the purpose of the analysis was to understand the mobile do-
main-wall by the Li-rich and poor phases, which were caused by the
valence change of Ti4+ and Ti3+ related to Li insertion and extraction.
For actual operando XPS measurements with charge-discharge of LIBs,
single crystalline LTO particles with a size of over 5 μm were used as
active materials.

Fig. 2 shows an operando cell mounted on a sample holder with five
terminals. Details of the operando cell assembly are described elsewhere
[25]. An LTO slurry was dropped and dried on a gold mesh with a
carbon-coated micro-grid, which was connected to the Cu current col-
lector to form a working electrode. The working electrode with LTO
was coated by a very thin carbon layer to avoid charging of the pure
LTO surface owing to the low electrical conductivity of LTO. This was
because a noticeable charging was observed in our test XPS measure-
ments using an X-ray tube. From the counter/reference electrode to the
working electrode, the Cu current collector, lithium metal, PEO/LiTFSI
solid (dry polymer) electrolyte, ceramics electrolyte Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZ),
dry polymer and Cu mesh with LTO were all fixed by ceramics jigs. The
operando cell was set on a ceramics heater to improve the ionic con-
ductivity of the dry polymer and LLZ to accelerate the Li insertion and
extraction. Two terminals were used for heating and the other two were
used for the working and counter/reference electrodes.

Fig. 3(a) shows a CV curve of the single crystalline LTO having re-
duction and oxidation peaks by Li insertion and extraction. While,
sharp redox peaks of LTO are found around 1.5 V in general [28], a
discharge (Li insertion) and a charge (Li extraction) peaks on Fig. 3(a)
are centered at 1.0 and 2.2 V, respectively. For the present CV curves, a
large overpotential of operando cell causes the peak shift with separa-
tion of discharge and charge peaks and the peak broadening. After
sweeping down to 1.0 V and up to 3.0 V, operando XPS measurements
were conducted under potentiostatic and OCV conditions; the po-
tentiostatic condition was set at 1.0 V (or 3.0 V) for 3 s and OCV con-
dition for 57 s, which was repeated 300 times. Measurement was started
after the first 20 repeating cycles of potentiostatic for 3 s and OCV for
57 s, while waiting for the potential stabilization after the completion of
the delayed lithium insertion and extraction because the sweep rate of
0.5 mV/sec was high, owing to the limited measurement time by the
synchrotron radiation center. Fig. 3(b) shows OCV curves after the
potentiostatic mode at 1.0 V and 3.0 V for 3 s after charge and dis-
charge, respectively. After the potential control at 1.0 V, the potential

moves to around 1.5 V. In the two-phase reaction where Li4Ti5O12 and
Li7Ti5O12 phases coexist, the potential is not changed up to finishing the
coexisting state. This imperfect Li insertion results in the small peaks of
Ti 3p component in Fig. 5(c). After the potential control at 3 V, the
potential after 20 repeating cycles is around 2 V. The potential after 100
repeating cycles is over 2.5 V. It is considered that large portion of
operando measurement is conducted under Li extracted condition.

Fig. 4(a) shows the optical microscope images, and Fig. 4(b) shows
O 1s (around 450–470 eV) photoelectron mapping images obtained by
the 3DnanoESCA station. Furthermore, Fig. 4(c) shows the SEM images
observed after the photoelectron mapping from low magnification to
high magnification. When the optical image was observed, the in plane
XY position of the sample was also recorded. As shown in Fig. 4, similar
areas of optical and photoelectron mapping images in low magnifica-
tion images of Fig.4(a-1), (b-1) and images of selected area of Fig.4(a-
2), (b-2) are observed. In high magnification images of Fig.4(a-3,4) and
(b-3,4), optical and photoelectron mapping images of the same particles
were obtained. These high magnification photoelectron mapping
images were obtained after electrochemical operation. Each particle
image exhibited a single crystalline LTO. Fig. 4(b-3) shows the octa-
hedral-like morphology of the crystalline LTO. From the SEM image in
Fig. 4, similar low magnification and selected area images are observed.
In Fig. 4(c-3,4) after the operando XPS measurement, the octahedral-like
morphology was conserved. The concave-convex shape of the sample
surface was clearly observed in the photoelectron mapping owing to the
narrow angle of 60 ° formed by the incident beam and the XPS detector.

Pin-point XPS spectra have been measured at the marked points in
particles A and B as shown in Fig. 4 under initial open circuit voltage
condition, after discharging (Li insertion) and charging (Li extraction).
The energy calibration of the XPS spectra in Fig. 5 was performed by
setting the Ti 2p and 3p peaks to 459.3 eV and 37.5 eV in TiO2 as
standards, respectively [36]. As shown in Fig. 5(b), particle A shows
much stronger intensity of Li 1s [37] than that of Ti 3s, while Ti 3p
intensity for particle B is much stronger than those of Li 1s and F 2s. It
should be also noted that intensity of Ti 3p in particle A decreased by
discharging (Li insertion). These results suggest that particle A may be
covered by Li-F composite overlayer derived from formation of solid
electrolyte interface (SEI) by electrochemical reaction between the LTO
surface and polymer electrolyte of PEO-LiTFSI. On the other hand,
particle B shows almost no SEI formation, suggesting a possibility that
this particle may be electrochemically inactive. Fig. 5(c) shows ex-
panded Ti 3p spectra of particle A where Ti 3p spectra are deconvoluted
into two components, Ti4+ and Ti3+ [38] for the initial condition, Li
insertion and Li extraction. The Li-inserted particle shows a small Ti3+

component as a shoulder peak in addition to the Ti4+ rich component,
while the Ti3+ component is not observed at all for the initial and Li-
extracted samples of particle A. These changes in the Ti 3p XPS by the Li
insertion and extraction could be understood by considering the nom-
inal valence for each state; three Ti4+ sites in the initial Li4Ti5O12 were
reduced to Ti3+ by the Li insertion to form Li7Ti5O12, which resulted in

Fig. 3. CV and OCV curves of single crystalline LTO using the operando cell assembly.
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two Ti4+ sites and three Ti3+ sites. The partial reduction reaction of the
Ti site caused appearance of the Ti3+ component and a broadening of
the Ti 3p peaks [38]. In contrast, Ti 3p spectra remain almost un-
changed for particle B, which is also an evidence for the inactiveness of
particle B. Thus microspectroscopy for operando analysis of LIBs can
provide quite unique information about chemical properties of micro-
meter scale individual particles.

In this paper, peak changes in the Ti 3p spectra were observed at the
selected facet. The measurement of the selected local area is possible by

not conventional XPS system but 3DnanoESCA. The partially reduced
state after Li insertion should have mobile domain-walls that separate
the Ti4+ and Ti3+ sites; however, such a domain-wall was not mea-
sured in this experiment. Further experiments will be carried out to
provide evidence for the partial reduction of the Ti site by replacing the
dry polymer electrolytes with all solid-state LIBs constructed by all
ceramics electrolytes to avoid significant contamination derived from
Li-F composite by SEI for highly durable and cutting-edge analysis.

Fig. 4. 2D Optical microscope images (a), photoelectron mapping images (b), and SEM images (c).

Fig. 5. (a) Ti 2p and Ti 3p photoelectron spectra under initial open circuit voltage condition of particle A and B. (b) Li 1s and Ti 3p XPS photoelectron spectra after
charge and discharge of particle A and B. (c) Expanded Ti 3p peaks of particle A under (a) initial open circuit voltage, discharged and charged condition.
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4. Conclusions

Reversible changes of the photoelectron spectra of Ti 3p of single
crystalline Li4Ti5O12 particles with octahedral-like morphology by Li
insertion and extraction were confirmed by microscopic X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy under the potential control of all solid-state LIBs.
This operando measurement system is a powerful technique to under-
stand the micro-area chemical state of materials for LIBs because this
method can analyze various kinds of materials by only changing of the
slurry. In future, use of all ceramics solid-state electrolytes will lead to a
further detailed understanding of electrode materials of LIBs.
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